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ORIGINS OF THE INTERNATIONAL 

TAX SYSTEM

The current taxation system was introduced by colonial powers in the early 

20th Century

The system was designed to benefit colonial countries’ economic interests

Slow transportation methods required manufacturers to be located near the 

market in which they were going to sell their product.



MOVEMENT TOWARDS GLOBALISATION

As globalisation began to occur, the old taxation model was no longer sufficient

Companies’ markets began to expand and the interaction of national taxes 

became an immediate issue, leading to the identification of the problem of 

international double taxation

It was necessary to refine some of the existing concepts of taxation

to deal with the changing market. 



LABOUR RIGHTS MOVEMENT

The labour rights movement in the West led to increased employee protections:

• Introduction of a minimum wage

• More stringent labour laws

The cost of employment rose for manufacturers based in the West

As a result, they shifted their operations to cheaper and

less regulated jurisdictions. 



ADVENT OF THE INTERNET

The use of the internet allowed cross-border trade to become seamless

Digital businesses could generate significant revenue in a jurisdiction where they 

had no physical presence

The legal ownership of IP could be separated from the physical activities of a 

business and could be held in low tax jurisdictions. 



PRESENT DAY

The evolution of business models means that companies operate in a 

fundamentally different manner today than at the time the international tax and 

customs rules were designed

Colonial powers no longer benefit from the taxation system they created:

• Manufacturing has shifted to countries with fewer

employee protections

• IP has been shifted to low tax jurisdictions

This has left a host of social problems

in its wake.



EXAMPLE

Manufacturing in France

Cost Price: € X

Sale Price: € Y

Profit is taxable in France.

Manufacturing in Country A (Cheaper, Less Regulated Jurisdiction)

Cost Price: Fraction of € X

Sale Price: € Y

Greater profit margin

Profits artificially shifted to low tax jurisdiction though payment of royalties on IP

France does not benefit from tax despite being the market in which bag was sold. 



HOW TO FIX A BROKEN MODEL?

01

Managing
symptoms v 
addressing causes.

Disallow trade with 
countries with 
unacceptable 
labour laws?

02

Abolish corporation 
tax and introduce 
sales tax?

03

Encourage
distribution of 
company profits?

04
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